
Text is colour coded  

 Request sent 25 / 06 / 2018 in blue 

 Response received 23 / 07 / 2018 in black 

 My assessment of the response and reason for complaint in red 

Please note that in the table of responses provided by the licensing trusts, my requests have often been reworded. In some cases, 

my request has been misstated.  Please take care to refer to the actual wording of my request (in blue). 

 

 

25
th

 June 2018 

To: 

Simon Wickham – CEO of The Trusts  

By email to: SimonW@thetrusts.co.nz 

CC: 

Linda Cooper – President of the Waitakere Licensing Trust 

Ross Clow - President of the Portage Licensing Trust 

 

RE: Requests for information 

Please find below a second set of information requests regarding the operation of ‘The Trusts’. I would appreciate if you consider the 

essence of the requests and provide any documents which would be helpful, even if they are not specifically requested. 

Please provide your responses to njsmale@gmail.com 

 



 



 



 

 

Much of this preamble to their response is not directly relevant to the information request nor this complaint to the Ombudsman – 

but has been included for completeness. 

Included therein, however are justifications for withholding some of the information requested.  The reasons given are: 

 Section 7(2)(b)(ii) & Section 7(2)(h) – prejudice the licensing trusts commercial position /activity 

 Section 7(2)(j) – improper gain or advantage 

I do not accept these justifications for withholding the requested information and I ask that the Ombudsman assess their validity. 

There is also a request for payment. In earlier correspondence I asked that the licensing trusts consider whether it was in the public 

interest to release the information without charge. From “2018 06 29 Acknowledgement response”: 

Please give due consideration to the remission of charges in the public interest. In the context of an upcoming petition and 

consequently a probable competition poll, the information I have requested is of interest to electors in the Licensing Trusts 

district - some 186,000 people.  Dissemination of this information will enable their more effective participation in this 

democratic process.” 

I also ask the ombudsman to consider if the charges should be remitted on this basis. 

 

  



A: Plans / budgets 

I wish to understand the strategic direction of The Trusts. The following requests relate to documents/plans which describe and help 

me to understand the desired future-state of The Trusts organisation. 

Please provide copies of the following: 

1. Most recent ‘statement of corporate intent’ 

 

A summary of the SCI has been provided.  It is missing much of the interesting content.  From the Deed of Agreement (2000), I 

understand the content to be: 

 

 

The summary provided does not include any content relating to items 5.3.3 (c), (e), (f), (g), (h) or item 6.  



I also note that the SCI provided is for the years 2016/17, 2017/18, 2018/19; which would make it two years old.  From the Deed, the 

current SCI should cover 2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21. 

I did not request documents to be provided in summary form and do not wish to receive a summary version of this document. 

Should partial disclosure be required, I ask that the document be redacted and not summarised. 

The response is unsatisfactory.  

 

2. Any other current corporate strategy documents (e.g. strategic plan / long term financial plan / ‘vision’ document / ‘destination’ 

description) 

 

I believe my request was sufficiently specific, citing a number of example documents.  

I have not requested to receive any documents in summary form and do not wish to receive a high level summary. Should partial 

disclosure be required, I ask that the document be redacted and not summarised. 

The response is unsatisfactory. 

 

3. Any current Capital Expenditure plans 

4. A list of any new outlets or venues planned 

5. A list of any outlet or venue closures planned 

6. Any contingency/business plans or scenario analyses for The Trusts losing their monopoly rights 

 

I do not accept the reasons given for withholding the information requested and ask that the Ombudsman’s office assess their 

validity. 

Regarding “4. New outlets”, I note that in the President’s report recently published on The Trusts website [ “2018 ANNUAL REPORT 

FOR THE TRUSTS (PORTAGE & WAITAKERE LICENSING TRUSTS)” https://www.thetrusts.co.nz/portage-licensing-trust/], the following 

statements appear regarding planned new stores: 

https://www.thetrusts.co.nz/portage-licensing-trust/


 

Whilst I am pleased to now have information regarding planned openings – I am confused and disappointed that information was 

withheld from me and yet published only a few days later. 

 

B: Human resources 

I wish to understand the HR / remuneration environment and the organisational culture of The Trusts.  

Please provide the following: 

7. Most recent employee survey results 

 

I do not accept that privacy concerns preclude disclosure of employee survey results.  Should partial disclosure be required, I ask that 

the document be redacted and not summarised. 

The response is unsatisfactory. 

 

8. Headcount / FTE / staff costs by function (i.e. HR, Finance, IT etc) (LY) 

 



I object to the requested fees. I believe the information requested most likely already exists in a management report. And if not, 

could be generated quickly and easily. I do not believe there is 4.5 hours work here.  I also argue that making this information 

generally available is in the public interest. 

I am uncertain what is meant by ‘summary form’, but would be happy to receive the requested information in whatever format is 

available - so long as it contains the requested information. 

I note that the information provided (total number of employees) does not expressly specify if the numbers are headcount or FTE.  

The response is unsatisfactory. 

 

 

9. Remuneration details: 

a. for employees or former employees who were paid remuneration and other benefits of $100,000 per annum or more 

as employees, the number of those employees broken down into bands of $10,000 (LY) 

b. for employees or former employees who were paid remuneration and other benefits of less than $100,000 per annum 

as employees, the number of those employees broken down into bands of $10,000 (LY) 

 

I object to the requested fees. I believe the information requested can be generated quickly and easily. I do not believe there is 5-8 

hours work here. I also argue again that making this information generally available is in the public interest. 

In regards to request 9 b) I am happy for the bands to be grouped or otherwise changed where required to protect the privacy of 

individual employees. 

I note that the text of the request has changed to read “for each Trust”.  The request was not intended to be limited to the Licensing 

Trusts, but ‘The Trusts’ organisation (i.e. including WATS Ltd). 

I am uncertain what is meant by ‘summary form’, but would be happy to receive the requested information in whatever format is 

available - so long as it contains the requested information.  

The response is unsatisfactory. 

 

  



C: Financials 

I wish to understand the profitability of the different parts of The Trusts business. The following requests relate to management 

reports (financial) which describe the recent performance of different sectors within The Trusts organisation. 

Please provide the following: 

10. Profitability analysis by sector 

a. retail / off-trade 

b. hospitality / on-trade 

c. accommodation / hotel 

d. investments 

11. Profitability analysis by venue for hospitality / on-trade (2017/18 if available, or if not 2016/17) 

 

I do not accept the reasons given for withholding this information and ask that the Ombudsman’s office assess their validity. 

I note that in the President’s report recently published on The Trusts website [“2018 ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE TRUSTS (PORTAGE & 

WAITAKERE LICENSING TRUSTS)” https://www.thetrusts.co.nz/portage-licensing-trust/]; the following table appears regarding 

sectoral performance: 

 

These figures go some way to satisfying part 10 of my request (though the analysis is very high level, with an unusual definition of 

EBITDA and without accompanying notes to explain the figures).  Again, I am confused and disappointed that information was 

withheld from my information request but published only a few days later. 

 

  

https://www.thetrusts.co.nz/portage-licensing-trust/


I also wish to better understand the nature of revenues and expenses in the financial statements 

Please provide the following: 

12. Historical statements of corporate intent with full year results (where available) (L5Y) 

 

The specified documents have not been disclosed.  

Should partial disclosure be required, I ask that the document be redacted and not summarised. 

The response is unsatisfactory. 

 

13. A breakdown and description of the following figures which appear in the published income statement (LY) 

a. ‘Controllable expenses’ 

b. 'Other income' (ref note 7 in the published financial statements: $77K PLT, $45K WLT in 2016/17) 

 

I do not accept the reasons given for withholding the information requested and ask that the Ombudsman’s office assess their 

validity. 

 

14. A description of the nature of any advertising/promotion/marketing activity which is reported under: 

a.  ‘Administration expenses’ (NB – I understand this figure includes the Million Dollar Mission and “the net balance of 

advertising costs not covered by suppliers advertising income” ($15K PLT, $21K WLT).  If this is correct, please simply 

provide a description of the nature of that advertising) 

b. ‘Promotion expenses’ ($681K PLT, $950 WLT in 2016/17) 

c. Any other category in the published income statement 

 



The request has been misinterpreted. 

I’m not asking for a breakdown.  I’m asking for a description.  Below is an example response I’ve invented (but could be used a 

template to provide a more helpful response).   

 ‘Administration expenses’ ($15K PLT, $21K WLT) = Various product specific promotions conducted in retail stores and art 

hospitality venues.  NB - costs of these are mostly borne by suppliers. 

 ‘Promotion expenses’ ($681K PLT, $950 WLT in 2016/17) = Corporate promotions/events such as “Our West” and promotion 

of the Million Dollar Mission 

 All activity that could be considered advertising/promotion/marketing is reported in these categories 

The response is unsatisfactory. 

 

The following table shows the ‘cost of sales of goods and services’, the ‘goods & services purchased from WATS’ and the difference 

between those figures. I wish to understand the nature of the goods/services being procured through WATS and those being 

procured directly. 

15. A description of the good & services purchased from WATS Ltd, and those not purchased from WATS Ltd. 

  Cost of sales of goods 
and services 

Goods & services 
purchased from WATS 

Difference  
(procured directly) 

2016/17 PLT 32087 24087 8000 

 WLT 47200 41775 5425 

2015/16 PLT 30877 22610 8267 

 WLT 44976 38709 6267 

 

 

I do not accept the reasons given for withholding the information requested and ask that the Ombudsman’s office assess their 

validity. 

The request simply seeks clarification regarding which legal entity buys which goods & services.  That is, what is booked in WLT/PLT 

versus WATS.  It is an accounting question to help interpret the financial statements. I do not believe it is commercially sensitive.  

 

16. List of TAB outlets located within The Trusts venues and the amounts of any related revenues received by The Trusts (L5Y) 



 

The request has been misinterpreted. 

The request is for the revenues received by The Trusts (WATS / PLT / WLT) that are related to the hosting of TAB outlets.  

The response is unsatisfactory. 

 

17. The total value of payments / revenues received from suppliers (e.g. Lion, DB, Independent) and a description of the nature of 

those payments / revenues (e.g. sharing promotional costs, contributions to fitting out venues etc) (LY) 

 

I do not accept the reasons given for withholding the information requested and ask that the Ombudsman’s office assess their 

validity. 

The request does not ask for a breakdown for each supplier, nor for any categories of payment type.  Simply the total amount 

received and a description of what those payments were for. 

 

18. Total remuneration paid to WATS Ltd directors (LY), split between: 

a. independent directors (5x) 

b. licensing trust members (4x) 



 

I do not accept the reasons given for withholding the information requested and ask that the Ombudsman’s office assess their 

validity. 

NB – My information request intended to seek the remuneration paid to the WATS directors as a result of them being a director of 

WATS. I interpret the second part of the response as providing information regarding the payments made to the licensing trusts 

members for their roles on the licensing trusts themselves. I do not seek any information regarding payments made to elected 

members in their capacity as members of the licensing trusts. 

  



D: Property 

I wish to better understand the property assets held by WLT / PLT. 

Please provide the following: 

19. List of real estate currently owned showing 

a. Whether the property is currently occupied by The Trusts 

b. Whether any part of the property is currently leased out, and if so, the number of tenancies and the total rents 

received (LY) 

 

The response is unsatisfactory. No information has been provided.   

I object to the requested fees. I argue again that making this information generally available is in the public interest. 

Specific comments: 

19.1 I didn’t request (and don’t want) copies of the Certificate of Title. The request was for a list of property assets held by WLT / PLT 

/ WATS ltd.  A list of CT numbers is ideal, or simply addresses is fine too. 

I already have a list of properties (though I’m uncertain if it is complete/correct) so if it’s easier/quicker these could be used as a 

starting point.  

Waitakere 

NA23D/1194 3 Pringle Road, Te Atatu Peninsula, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA1978/32 118 Hobsonville Road, Hobsonville, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA38D/443 215 Triangle Road, Massey, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA24C/8 217 Triangle Road, Massey, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA28D/797 126 Railside Avenue, Henderson, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA4B/794 226 Great North Road, Glendene, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA12B/1101 228 Great North Road, Glendene, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA49B/545 159 Lincoln Road, Henderson, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA69D/54 95 Central Park Drive, Henderson, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA103C/111 1 Cellar Court, Westgate, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA73A/396 286 Swanson Road, Henderson, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA70B/923 1/104 Central Park Drive, Henderson, Waitakere, Auckland 



 

Portage 

585552 211 Richardson Road, Mount Roskill, Auckland 

NA46B/300 3044-3046 Great North Road, New Lynn, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA53D/1021 3032 Great North Road, New Lynn, Waitakere, Auckland 

NA88B/193 2029 Great North Road, Avondale, Auckland 

NA88B/194 2027 Wingate Street, Avondale, Auckland 

NA66B/998 4026 Great North Road, Glen Eden, Waitakere, Auckland 

 

19.2/19.3/19.4 My request does not apply to a specific property, it is for the entire portfolio.   

19.5 The request was for a breakdown of the rents received by property (for the entire portfolio).  Where there is only one tenant in 

a property, I’d accept that the properties may need to be aggregated to protect the information of those tenants. 

 

20. Sale price for the recently sold property (Pioneer Plaza)  

 

Despite citing commercial confidentiality, the value of the transaction has now been disclosed in the annual financial statements 

($2.32M).   

The requested information is now in the public domain. 

 

21. Any documents or correspondence relating to the possible future development of the Te Atatu Tavern site (3 Pringle Rd, Te 

Atatu Peninsula) 

 

The request has been misinterpreted. It was not about a resource consent application.   

Given the size, location and value of the Te Atatu Tavern site, I would be surprised if WLT / PLT / WATS did not hold any documents 

or correspondence regarding further development of the site. Also, the article below indicates that there have been at least 

preliminary discussions about master planning the development of the site along with the adjacent site owned by Helen Moore. 

I ask the Ombudsman’s office to investigate if indeed, no such information is in existence. 

 



 

 

E: Clarifications from your previous responses 

Following your responses to my previous information request, I would like to clarify some of the information provided. 

Please answer the following questions: 

From: “EMAIL TO THE PROJECT TV3 – 11 APRIL 2018” 

22. Regarding “Minor Sponsorships” (approx $70K annual value) 

a. What is the nature of these sponsorships (e.g. donations, discounted beverage supply) 

b. If discounted supply: is the $70K value based on a discount from which price (e.g. a full / undiscounted price) 

c. If discounted supply: what was the average gross margin on 'minor sponsorship' sales 



 

a) The request has been misinterpreted and the response is unsatisfactory. 

I’m not asking for a breakdown.  I’m asking for a description.  Below is an example response I’ve invented (but could be used a 

template to provide a more helpful response).   

“minor sponsorships are primarily provided in the form of discounted beverage supply and in some cases cash 

contributions” 

 

b) & c) The question hasn’t been answered and so the response is unsatisfactory.   

I’m simply trying to ascertain the nature of these minor sponsorships.  If they are in the form of discounted supply, to what extent 

have they been discounted?  Do The Trusts still make a gross profit from these sales? Or are they discounted below cost?  Is the $70K 

the loss incurred (i.e. cost of goods less discounted price) or the income foregone (i.e. list/full price less discounted price). 

 

23. Regarding “Donated gifts and prizes” 

d. What is the value (in the financial statements) of these donations? (L5Y) 

e. Where does it appear in the financial statements?  

 

The question has not been answered and so the response is unsatisfactory.  

I didn’t request the total value of these donations but the value that appears in the financial statements and where it appears in 

those statements. I would like to know if these values appear in the financial statements at all. I suspect that they do not appear as 

they are excess items from previous household distributions, which are held in stock but not held on the balance sheet (i.e. from an 

accounting perspective they hold zero value). 

 

The table below shows the breakdown of Administration Costs for PLT in 2017 



Administration expenses 3031 
Compliance costs 382 
Marketing 415 
Shared services 1723 
Credit Card commissions 148 
Asset amortisations 582 
Discrepancy (219) 

 

24. Can you please provide a corrected set of figures or explain the discrepancy 

 

 

This response is satisfactory. 

 

From: Letter entitled “Request under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987” dated 22 June 2018. 

25. Where do the following appear in the financial statements 

a. Sponsorship 

b. Household distribution 

 

I understand from the response that these items appear as part of “administration expenses”.  

This response is satisfactory. 



 

The following table shows the sponsorship totals from the published financials alongside the figures from your letter (22 June 2018) 

Year 
Financial statement (ref note 8) Letter 

22/6/18 
Difference 

PLT WLT 
2013/14 59 71 212 82 

2014/15 0 0 208 208 

 

26. Can you please explain the differences in reported sponsorship amounts (in red) 

 

I understand from the response that sponsorships paid by WATS Ltd were not disclosed in the notes of the PLT/WLT statutory 

statements (reported in the P&L under “administration expenses”).  Sponsorships paid directly by PLT/WLT were disclosed in the 

notes (it is unclear where they were reported in the P&L, most likely “administration expenses” or “promotion expenses”). The 

differences are therefore explained. 

This response is satisfactory. 

 

NB:  

L5Y = Last 5 financial years; i.e. 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 

LY = Last year; i.e. 2017/18 if available, or if not 2016/17 

Thanks in advance, 

Nick Smale 

njsmale@gmail.com 

022 1506993 

mailto:njsmale@gmail.com

